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ing read in many parts of the book. Lastly,
the topic is extremely broad and could have
focused on smaller segments of PI3K sig-
naling or on one effector, etc.As a common
interest book, the book lacks focus and di-
rection, but it does contain a large wealth
of data and information that might be use-
ful as a review or reference to the re-
searcher interested in PI3K signaling or cell
cycle regulation as it relates to cancer biol-
ogy.
Justin Peacock
Yale University School of Medicine
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Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley-Inter-
science; 2007, 376 pp. $94.95 Hard-
cover.
With biology becoming increasingly in-
terdisciplinary and molecular based, this
textbook is a valuable read for advanced un-
dergraduate or beginning graduate students
entering the biological sciences.
It presents biophysics by introducing
the basics of physical chemistry and build-
ing on those fundamentals to discuss kinet-
ics, thermodynamics, various spectroscopic
techniques, and some special topics such as
macromolecular binding and dynamics.
The scope of the book is fairly broad,
sincethegoalistofamiliarizethereaderwith
key concepts and techniques; however, it
does include enough detail to engage the
reader in the material presented. Additional
references are always provided, giving the
readerachancetoexploreanytopicingreater
depth. Relevant problems are included at the
ends of chapters, although the answers are
not. The author goes out of his way to not
only illustrate his points with real life exam-
plesbuttomakethebookaspracticalaspos-
sible. He achieves this by regularly pointing
out strengths and weaknesses of various sci-
entific approaches and techniques.
Unlike many standard textbooks, Phys-
ical Chemistry for the Biological Sciences
has a fairly personable tone, almost as if the
author were having a conversation with the
reader. For example, the reader is often in-
formally reminded of key ideas throughout
thebookortoldaboutausefulwebsiteortip.
This textbook also does a good job with in-
terweaving the chapters. For instance, while
eachhasaspecificfocus,overlapswithother
relevant topics or concepts discussed previ-
ously are re-emphasized.All in all, Hammes
does a great job being concise but precise.
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